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~~ Soul Check-in Inspiration-sheet ~~

You’re constantly progressing, growing, evolving – even when it seems like you’re standing 
still. Life can happen fast, and sometimes we have to force ourselves to slow down and 
reflect. This soul-inspiration-sheet uses Tarot inspired questions to prompt your self-
exploration. You can do this as often as you like – even just once a year (perhaps on your 
birthday) can have a vast impact.

You can do this however you’d like – answer all the questions, answer some of the 
questions, skip around, make up your own questions. Skip whatever doesn’t feel relevant – 
but be careful, sometimes we resist answering the questions that require the deepest work.

I’ve split the questions into different life areas which are inspired by the structure of a 
tarot deck. You can use tarot for this check in, if you’d like – draw a random card for each 
question. Or you can answer the question without tarot – whatever floats your boat! You 
can type your answers right into the PDF and then click ‘File-Save As.’ Nifty!

Think of yourself as your own best friend, or your own parent. Set aside sacred time to 
check-in deeply with yourself. Close the door. Light a candle. Open your heart, be fully 
present with yourself and dig in.

Peace, love & happy fish,

Carrie 

PS: You might like some unbiased, non-judgmental, heartfelt insight once you’ve done this 
reflection. Any of these questions would be suited for an in depth tarot reading with yours 
truly. If you feel called to do so, check out happyfishtarot.com/readings for more 
information.

Part I :: The Big Picture (Inspired by the Major Arcana)



What is the current theme of my life?

What gives me meaning and purpose?

Where do I currently feel fear, struggle or anxiety?

What major lessons have I integrated lately?

What major lessons am I still working on integrating?

How connected do I feel to my spiritual force (God/Goddess/Nature/Universe etc)?

How connected do I feel to my Self?



What can I do to further nurture and honor my spirit?

Part II :: The Tangible Realm (Inspired by the Suit of Pentacles)

How have I been feeling physically?

What resources (money, material possessions, etc) would be most useful for me right now?

How am I respecting and caring for my body?

How peaceful am I with my most recent purchases?

How are my physical surroundings (city, house, decorations, etc) affecting me?



What internal conflicts, fears or complaints do I have about this part of my life?

What steps can I take to resolve, or find peace with, these issues?

Part III :: The Mental Realm (Inspired by the Suit of Swords)

How alert have I felt lately?

What challenges am I learning to face?

What am I interested in learning more about?

What role is conflict with others (verbal or otherwise) currently playing in my life?

What internal conflicts, fears or complaints do I have about this area of my life?



What steps can I take to resolve, or find peace with, these issues?

Part IV :: Excitement and Movement (Inspired by the Suit of Wands)

Where is the PASSION in my life?

How confident am I in showing myself to the world?

What taps me into my greatest sense of creativity?

What brings me energy?

What depletes my energy? What complaints or internal conflicts do I have in this area of my 
life?



What steps can I take to resolve, or find peace with, these issues?

Part V :: The Emotional Realm (Inspired by the Suit of Cups)

How am I doing emotionally? How do I most often feel?

How would I like to feel?

How can I invite the feelings I want to feel into my experience?

What is the state of my relationship (if applicable)?

How is my connection to my friends and my community?



What internal conflicts or complaints do I have in this area of my life?

What steps can I take to resolve, or find peace with, these issues?
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